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Happy New Year! 
 

Firstly, thank you SO much for all of your support in 2020 (and if you’re new

around here… hello and welcome. I am excited to kick off 2021 together!)

 

2020 was a massive year, but you have done an awesome job and you’re

kicking ass (like seriously, you lived through a pandemic!?) 

 

It has also been pretty awesome to see my girls still achieve some of their

2020 goals despite the setbacks and challenges. Of course some goals

were  impossible to achieve this year, but we did the best we could and

honestly, I’m so proud of the collective and how we handled things. I can’t

put into words how excited I am to see what this year has to bring. 

 

I have created this ebook especially for you to help you kick start 2021 and

set you up for your best year yet. 

 

The truth is, we really have no idea what this year will bring and how much

things will differ from last… but I know that we can still set goals and dream

big (even if those dreams have a different direction to what we originally had

planned).

 

If you really want 2021 to be ‘your year’ (which it can be)... 

It’s up to YOU to make it happen. 

 

To change things around you, you have to change things inside you.

 

Here’s what I have included in this ebook to help you with that…

 

Goal setting tips

Journal prompts to kick start 2021

Morning rituals to own your day 

Tips for manifesting like a boss

& Heaps of other resources I have shared this year.

 

 

 

Hey Girlfriend, 



Everything in our physical world once started as a VISION.

 

This is where having clear, set goals is so important. In order to

achieve amazing things, you have to be clear on what these

things are. 

 

A couple of weeks ago I did a goal-setting workshop for the

 FIT SQUAD Facebook community. 

 

If you missed it, head over to the FIT SQUAD and check it out!

 

I also developed a Goal Setting Workbook you can 

download HERE.

 

 

GOAL SETTING

https://www.facebook.com/groups/jwfitsquad
https://www.facebook.com/groups/jwfitsquad
https://www.facebook.com/groups/jwfitsquadhttps:/www.facebook.com/groups/jwfitsquad
https://jessiewilliams.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/JWF-2021-goal-setting-workbook.pdf
https://jessiewilliams.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/JWF-2021-goal-setting-workbook.pdf


MORNING RITUALS

I believe in giving yourself the best chance to have a good day, which

starts with a good morning ritual. Here are a few of my favourites!

 

EXERCISE 

Get up, get moving & get the endorphins flowing. Exercise has so many

amazing mental and physical benefits to offer... reduces stress,

increases energy, boosted mood, mental focus and more!

 

JOURNALING

One thing I love about journaling is the way it allows me to clarity

around my thoughts and what my mind focuses on. It helps me feel

calm, grounded and optimistic about the day ahead! 

 

MAKE THE BED

Research shows the feeling of accomplishment that comes from

making your bed first thing in the morning, will set you up to crave more

small wins throughout the day. It might be super simple, but it can

switch on the 'get shit done' mindset and boost your productivity! 

 

COLD SHOWER

Besides the physical benefits of cold showers (e.g. improved

circulation)... it'll likely be the hardest thing you do all day. If you can

conquer the mental battle of turning the zap cold and standing under it

for even 30 seconds, well you handle anything babe! 

 

MEDITATION

Clarity. Calm. Confidence. Stress-relief. Focus. Visualization. Energy

booster. Productivity enhancer. Need I say more? Even just 5 minutes

of deep breathing is a great way to kick-start your morning! 

 

Make 2021 the year you prioritise your morning. If you haven't found

your ideal routine, take some time over the next couple of weeks to try

out a few different things. There are no 'right' or 'wrong' morning rituals...

it's simply a matter of finding those that YOU truly thrive off.

 

 



JOURNAL PROMPTS

Just as I mentioned on the previous page, journalling can truly help

provide mental clarity + direction. Not to mention it's a beautiful way to

reflect on what you've done well, any lessons learned and how you can

continue to grow. Here are some prompts to kick-start 2021. 

"What were my favourite moments in 2021? Why do these moments

stand out (consider what you were doing, who you were with, how you

were feeling). How can I bring more of this into 2021?"

"What in my life is currently *taking* my energy, versus what is *giving*

me energy? (Consider what makes you feel drained or down vs

energised and upbeat. This could be in relation to work, family, love,

health, experiences, friendships and more)."

"Based on what gives/takes my energy. what do I need to start doing

less of and saying no to? What do I need to start doing more of and

saying yes to?" 

"If I knew with 100% certainty, that I would achieve whatever I set my

mind to or changed whatever is no longer serving me - what would I

achieve/change?"

"What is holding me back from starting/changing and why?" 

"How can I allow myself to release these fears. step into the best

version and begin taking action on my desires for 2021?" 



MANIFESTATION

If you have been following me for a while, you will know that I am a

huge advocate for manifestation. It is something that I have been

practicing for years and it has done wonders for me, my loved ones

and my clients who take time to implement and practice it.

 

HERE'S WHAT I'VE BEEN ABLE TO MANIFEST IN 2020...

 

~ Quitting my PT job and going 100% online in my business

~ Clear skin (I had bad dermatitis on my face for months beforehand!)

~ Booking a Europe trip (yep, it got cancelled but I’m not letting the

pandemic take this win from me!)

~Over 6 figures in sales for JWF

 

 

TRY OUT THE EXACT FORMULA I USE 

TO MANIFEST ALL MY DESIRES

 

1 - Clarity + direction (knowing what you want and WHY)

 

2 - Intention + thoughts (visualizing what you want)

 

3 - Embodying + feeling (feeling the feelings you WANT to feel and

acting ‘as if’ it's already happened)

 

4 - Planning + execution (taking action towards your desires)

 

5 - Surrender (letting go of the ‘how’ and putting faith in the Universe to

support you)

 

 

The key to manifesting is developing a routine that works for you.

There are a few key routines that can really amp up your manifestation

practice which we'll cover next!

 

 



MANIFESTATION TOOLS

VISION BOARDS

Vision boards aren’t just meant to look pretty… they really do serve a purpose. It

all comes back to the basics of manifesting… "what you focus on will manifest”.

A vision board is the perfect visual reminder of your vision and your goals. To

create one, simply print out pictures of people/places/objects/experiences that

inspire your or you wish to manifest (e.g. cars, houses, university degrees, love,

feel good quotes, travel destinations) and display them on a pin board (or you

can totally make a digital version)! I recommend putting your board up in a place

that you see it everyday. Every time you look at it, you'll bring awareness to your

desires. 

 

INTENTIONS & AFFIRMATIONS

Writing out affirmations and intentions helps your mind focus less on what you

don't want and more of what you DO want. This helps from both an energetic

(attraction) and physical (brain training) stand point to help you draw in your

desires AND take action on them!

 

SOMATIC HEALING/RAISING YOUR VIBRATION

In order to manifest your desires, you need to be an energetic match for them.

Everything in the Universe is vibrating all of the time and gives off a frequency -

you can lower or raise your frequency based on your mood, emotional

processing, movement and so much more! Somatic movent helps SHIFT out

negative energy and make space for or draw in positive energy to help raise

your vibration! One of my favourite somatic techniques is DANCING!  

 

MEDITATION

Meditation has been scientifically proven to help increase mindfulness and

decrease stress and tension. Being in a calm, grounded state helps you

maintain your energy and gain clarity around your desires (it also helps you tap

into your intuition. Woo - double whammy!) 

 

JOURNALLING

One of the biggest things that can block your manifestation, is that deep down

you don't feel worthy/capable of what it is you desire. Journalling allows you to

process your emotions and release any limiting beliefs. Once you have released

any blocks, you can magnify your manifestations through 'scripting' - which is a

journalling practice whereby you right about your desires as though they've

already happened! Cool, huh? 

 



If you want to learn more about manifesting, I can recommend a few other

resources which I have found very helpful. 

 

Podcasts

The Kimberley Wenya Podcast

The Rise + Conquer Podcast

Manifestation Babe

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Books

The Secret by Rhonda Byrne

Make it Happen by Jordanna Levin

Breaking the Habit of Being Yourself by Joe Dispenza

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instagram accounts

@ManifestationBabe

@TheManifestDaily

@KimberleyWenya

FURTHER RESOURCES 



THE PODCAST

2020 was also the first FULL year of The Jessie Williams Podcast

after its launch in Oct 2019. The podcast allows me to provide

education and tips on health, wellness, money, mindset & just life in

general! It was a massive year for the podcast with so many amazing

guests! I have included a list of my favourite podcasts from this year

that I highly recommend you listen to. 

 

The science of Manifesting w/Kimberley Wenya - In episode 31, I sat

down with Kimberley Wenya to dive deep into MANIFESTATION. We

talk about what it is and how it works on an energetic level. Kimberley

shares actionable tools and mindset shifts you can make to enhance

your manifestation practice. If you are looking to manifest big things in

2021 then you need to get your ears on this episode.

 

Shifting your money mindset to attract wealth - In this solo episode, 

 I share a few simple mindset shifts + strategies to help you attract

more money. This episode isnt about ‘making money’, it’s about your

beliefs and the stories you tell yourself about money. These are the

things that count when you are looking to attract more wealth.

 

The power of visualisation - imagining your dream life into a realiity -

In episode 18, I talk about the insane power of the mind when it

comes to visualisation. I share with you my top 3 visualisation tools for

turning the life of your dreams into a reality. Prepare to unlock a

power that will change your life.

 

Money & Biz Q&A with Oscar Ledlin - I sat down with my boyfriend,

Oscar Ledlin, to answer all your questions about money, business,

saving + investing. If you are looking to optimise your financial position

in 2021, then this episode is definitely one to listen to.

 

Stay tuned for heaps of new episodes & guests coming in 2021!



Not a fan of self-paced?

Struggle with self-motivation?

Looking to up-level in 2021?

Need love, guidance, structure and a killer strategy? 

You might just be the perfect fit to work with us!

 

2020 was a massive year for my clients who completed my signature  1:1

health + mindset program, Nourished in 90. 

 

Here’s a sneak peek into some of the results from 2020 

(and what you can expect from working with us!)
 

NOURISHED

 
 

TRANSFORMATIONS & REVIEWS





> Customised nutrition strategy (macros for you/your body/goals or
intuitive eating depending on which approach is best).

> Customised training program (updated monthly) with app access (inc
video demos) to log all of your workouts.

> Mindset coaching - includes weekly tasks designed to address any
areas of weakness, as well as underlying beliefs. PLUS 1:1 video calls to

work on any specific areas you need help with. 
> 24/7 support to message us if you need any help in between your calls

and check ins
> Private FB Community

> & MORE!!
 

SO, READY TO UP-LEVEL?

NOURISHED IN 90 IS A 3 MONTH 1:1 MENTORSHIP.

 

what's included? 

WHO IS IT FOR?



Nourished in 90 - 1:1 health + mindset coaching

Plant Power - plant based recipe book

New Moon Manifestation Circle - video masterclass for intention

setting with a new moon

Habit Tracker

Meal Planner

Intuitive Eating Handbook

Dreams workbook

There are just a few more things that I want to share with you before

we wrap up incase they are of value to you!

 

Check out my products/programs BELOW

 

 

Check out all my FREE resources BELOW 

Thank you for downloading this guide because I know it means on

some level, you value the tools and guidance I can provide... and I am

more grateful for that than you'll ever know!

 

I believe the Universe bought us together for a reason. So whether I'm

lucky enough to support you intimately you through one of my health

or mindset programs or from afar through my free-content (like this

guide), I'm excited to be part of your journey in some way.

 

I hope you have a magic year this year. If you need any support, my

DM's are always open or shoot an email to

hello@jessiewilliams.com.au 

 

Love, Jessie xo

WRAP UP

https://jessiewilliams.com.au/coaching/
https://jessiewilliams.com.au/product/e-book/
https://jessiewilliams.com.au/product/new-moon-manifestation-circle/
https://jessiewilliams.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Habit-Tracker.pdf
https://jessiewilliams.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Meal-Planner.pdf
https://jessiewilliams.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/INTUITIVE-EATING.pdf
https://jessiewilliams.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/JWF-DREAM-WORKBOOK.pdf

